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Chemical imaging of molecular changes in a
hydrated single cell by dynamic secondary ion
mass spectrometry and super-resolution
microscopy†

Xin Hua,ab Craig Szymanski,‡c Zhaoying Wang,‡c Yufan Zhou,c Xiang Ma,d

Jiachao Yu,ab James Evans,c Galya Orr,c Songqin Liu,*a Zihua Zhu*c and
Xiao-Ying Yu*b

Chemical imaging of single cells at the molecular level is important in capturing biological dynamics.

Single cell correlative imaging is realized between super-resolution microscopy, namely, structured

illumination microscopy (SIM), and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) using a

multimodal microreactor (i.e., System for Analysis at the Liquid Vacuum Interface, SALVI). SIM

characterized cells and guided subsequent ToF-SIMS analysis. Lipid fragments were identified in the cell

membrane via dynamic ToF-SIMS depth profiling. Positive SIMS spectra show intracellular potassium and

sodium ion transport due to exposure to nanoparticles. Spectral principal component analysis elucidates

differences in chemical composition among healthy alveolar epithelial mouse lung C10 cells, cells that

uptake zinc oxide nanoparticles, and various wet and dry control samples. The observation of Zn+ gives

the first direct evidence of ZnO NP uptake and dissolution by the cell membrane. Our results provide

submicron chemical mapping for investigating cell dynamics at the molecular level.

Insight, innovation, integration
It is a known challenge to locate molecules in an individual cell. In this work, we present the first correlative chemical imaging results using super-resolution
fluorescence (i.e., SIM) guided imaging mass spectrometry (i.e., ToF-SIMS), and we apply this new capability to study mouse lung epithelial cells exposed to
nanoparticles. Dynamic depth profiling of the cell membrane reveals first direct observations of ion transport in single cells. More importantly, this innovation
has enabled surface analysis of cell membranes in a liquid, advancing our understanding of the molecular dynamics at the biomembrane interface in response
to environmental stressors. The feasibility of multimodal imaging of single cells has diverse applications in systems biology, microbial ecosystems, and disease
mechanisms.

Introduction

Cells, as the building block of life, have been increasingly
recognized for their importance in providing insights into
complex biological organization and function. Cells are not
homogeneous. Cell-to-cell differences could not be captured
using ensemble measurements, as subcellular chemical informa-
tion may be lost. Although chemical imaging is instrumental in
tracking single cells and their dynamics, locating and following
moving molecules in individual cells is difficult.1 Single cell
studies, therefore, truly represent a mesoscale challenge, where
interactions at multiple length scales and time scales take place.2

Correlative imaging is considered a solution to study molecules
in cellular microenvironments.3 Collecting data at different
information levels from an identical area in the same sample
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ideally could lead to a more holistic view of the hierarchical
structural organization of cells. Thus, it potentially provides
an answer to track molecules in the cell microenvironment. The
cell membrane itself has a complex structure and chemical
composition (e.g., phospholipids, cholesterol, proteins, carbo-
hydrates).4 It is important in protecting a cell from the extra-
cellular conditions, and moreover it regulates exchange of
materials of its surroundings. Therefore, providing a solution
to dynamically studying the liquid-like complex molecular
exchange in the cell membrane could potentially address grand
scientific challenges in where membrane lipids are, how they
behave, and how ions are transported as a response to its
surrounding microenvironment.

A number of techniques have been employed in single cell
analysis including optical microscopy,5 electron microscopy,1

secondary ion mass spectrometry,6 linear and non-linear vibrational
spectroscopy,7 nuclear magnetic resonance,8 and lab-on-a chip
based approaches.9 These techniques were useful to obtain
information such as cell morphology, chemical mapping, geno-
type, proteomics, and metabolic behaviors. Modern 3D imaging
techniques introduced possibilities to expand studies at the nm
scale and over various volume dimensions. Here we present first
correlative imaging of single mammalian cells in their liquid
microenvironment using imaging mass spectrometry, namely,
time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS),10

facilitated by super-resolution illumination fluorescence micro-
scopy, namely structured illumination microscopy (SIM). SIM
clearly images different components of a cell, e.g., membrane,
cytoplasm, or nucleus, whereas ToF-SIMS is a powerful tool
in cell analysis including two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) cell imaging,11 intracellular drug distribution
mapping,12 and cell type differentiation.13 These two approaches
also cover slightly different spatial scales. ToF-SIMS provides
lateral resolution of sub-micrometers (e.g. o60 nm) with o1 nm
resolution along the z direction. SIM is known to produce a
reconstructed image with a lateral resolution twice that of
diffraction-limited instruments and an axial resolution between
150 and 300 nm.

As a vacuum technique, ToF-SIMS has been traditionally
limited to solid sample analysis. Biological samples are prepared
using chemical fixation coupled with air drying, freeze-drying, or
freeze fracture.14 While effective in retaining the pristine cell
information, the dehydration or cryogenic freezing process
may alter cell component distribution or change its biological
structure.15 Therefore, methods that preserve cells in their
natural microenvironment during multiplexed analyses are
needed to shed new light on single cell studies.

We developed a vacuum compatible microfluidic module,
System for Analysis at the Liquid Vacuum Interface (SALVI), for
direct probing of liquid surfaces and interfaces by ToF-SIMS
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).10,16 It consists of a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel completed by a 100 nm
thick silicon nitride (SiN) membrane as the detection area. During
dynamic ToF-SIMS imaging, apertures of 2 mm diameter are
drilled on the SiN membrane by the bismuth (Bi) primary ion
source. These apertures are used as detection windows open

to vacuum, exposing the liquid directly to the primary ion beam.
Because of the small aperture size, potential damage induced by
evaporation and incident ions is localized. Considering the cell size,
it is reasonable to expect that such a detection aperture has only
limited effects on the holistic structure and function of the cell. In
addition, our recent study shows that if a proper beam condition is
used, the damage induced by evaporation and incident ions can
be controlled in a reasonable range and molecular information
can be continuously collected in the aperture.17 In our approach,
surface tension holds the liquid within the aperture. SALVI has
been used to image various liquid surfaces,18 complex solutions
containing nanoparticles,19 live biofilms,20 or probe the solid
electrode and liquid electrolyte interface.21

In this work, we successfully applied SALVI to study single
mammalian cells, i.e., alveolar type II epithelial mouse lung
C10 cells, by in situ SIM imaging to monitor cell growth and
characterize cell structure, followed by ToF-SIMS imaging to
map molecules in the cell membrane. Furthermore, ToF-SIMS
spectra of wet C10 cells with and without zinc oxide nano-
particle (ZnO NP) exposure were compared. The positive spectral
comparison indicated intracellular potassium ion (K+) activation
by elevated calcium ions (Ca+) after cell exposure to ZnO NPs.
Spectral principal component analysis (PCA) provided further
evidence of ZnO NP uptake and dissolution by the cell
membrane, suggesting that dissolved Zn+ played a critical role
in inducing cytotoxicity. Our first results demonstrated SALVI as a
promising tool for capturing molecular dynamics in a single cell
and addressing the mesoscale challenge underpinning transient
molecular interactions leading to complex cell specific functions.

Results

A schematic representationcell culturing and in situ SIM
imaging in a 200 mm wide channel is depicted in Fig. 1a. Here
the SiN window was flipped upside down, allowing cell attach-
ment on the SiN membrane and SALVI adaptation to the SIM
stage without any change. During ToF-SIMS imaging, the SiN
membrane side was set to face toward the bismuth primary ion
beam.20a A high resolution SIM image is shown in Fig. 1b,
confirming the growth of C10 cells in the microchannel. To
visualize cell structures with higher magnification and guide

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration and SIM imaging of C10 cells in SALVI.
(a) Schematic illustration of in situ imaging of C10 cells by SIM and SALVI.
(b) High resolution SIM image overlay of bright field transmission image
(grey), CdSe quantum dots (red) and DAPI (green, pseudo-color) of
cultured C10 cells in the microchannel.
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ToF-SIMS detection, cells were exposed to uptake quantum dots.
Correlative imaging of specific locations in a cell is challenging
due to the relatively poor resolution of the SIMS optical micro-
scope and incompatibility of different sample stages between
SIM and ToF-SIMS. To overcome this difficulty, fluorescent
microbeads were cast on the SiN surface and used as additional
fiducial markers to locate regions of interest (ROIs). A fluores-
cence SIM image of a C10 cell is depicted in Fig. 2a. The white
open circle at the bottom indicates the location of the nucleus.
Quantum dots accentuated by red color illustrate the distribu-
tion of the cytoplasm. The cell membrane traced with a white
dashed line has stronger illumination. Two ROIs highlighted by
green circles were chosen (Fig. 2a), and ToF-SIMS spectral
analyses were conducted (Fig. 2b).

An example of dynamic depth profiling in the positive ion
mode is shown in Fig. 3. The reduced intensity of SiN2

+ (m/z 56)
indicates the SiN membrane break-through. The sharp increase
of Zn+ (m/z 64) provides direct evidence of ZnO NP dissolution
by the cell membrane. The strong occurrence of phosphoryl-
choline C5H15NO4P+ (m/z 184) gives another confirmation of
lipid components in the cell membrane. Representative peaks
indicative of the liquid microenvironment (i.e., H7O3

+ (m/z 55))
in the cell membrane are also possible using our approach.
Similarly, an example of dynamic depth profiling in the nega-
tive ion mode is shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). For example, ToF-SIMS
negative spectra shown in Fig. 2b were reconstructed within
62 s after the SiN membrane punch-through in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
ToF-SIMS negative spectra inside and outside the cell are different.
Several representative cell fragments are observed when sampled
inside the cell, such as m/z 165 (C4H8NPO4

�, phosphatidylethanol-
amine (PE) fragment), m/z 180 (C5H11NPO4

�, PE head group)
and m/z 199 fatty acid (C12H23O2

�, FA (12:0)). In contrast, these
peaks have lower counts when sampled outside the C10 cell in
the liquid (Fig. 2b). The m/z 137 peak is an interference peak
from Si2O5H�.22

ToF-SIMS dynamic depth profiling was performed to inves-
tigate the C10 cell chemical component variations in space and
time (see Fig. S2, ESI,† for a cartoon illustration). For instance,
a sharp increase in ion intensities (e.g., H� and O�) at B330 s

(see the blue dashed line), indicative of the punch-through of
the SiN membrane and the detection of water, was observed in
Fig. S1 (ESI†).16a In addition, an increase in ion intensities of
phospholipid fragments PE head group (C5H11NPO4

�, m/z 180)
and FA C12:0 (m/z 199) was seen. In the positive mode depth
profiling, phosphatidylcholine fragments and cholesterol

Fig. 2 Correlative imaging of C10 cells by SIM and ToF-SIMS. (a) Fluorescence SIM image of a C10 cell in SALVI. (b) ToF-SIMS negative m/z spectra
acquired at the corresponding locations highlighted by green circles in (a).

Fig. 3 ToF-SIMS depth profiling and 2D imaging of C10 cells. (a) ToF-
SIMS depth profile of a hydrated C10 cell in SALVI. Two time regions
indicating different depths are highlighted and defined as I (100–200 s) or
before SiN punch-through and II (650–750 s) or in the cell membrane. The
black dashed line indicates the beginning of SiN punch-through. (b) 2D
ToF-SIMS images of H7O3

+ (m/z 55), SiN2
+ (m/z 56), Zn+ (m/z 64), and

phosphorylcholine C5H15NO4P+ (m/z 184) reconstructed corresponding
to regions I and II in (a), respectively.
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fragments were observed (Fig. S3a, ESI†). These observations were
postulated to be related to the punch-through of the cell
membrane. Since our ToF-SIMS was not equipped with in situ
tomography and depth measurements, additional correlative ima-
ging with atomic force microscopy (AFM) was conducted off-line to
ascertain that the SiN membrane was indeed drilled through and
that cell membrane components were analyzed (Fig. S2, ESI†).

One intriguing question when using SIMS depth profiling to
study water or other soft materials is the depth. In this sense, the
most similar system that has been studied in the literature is the
sputter yield of ice using 25 keV Au+, Au2

+, and Au3
+.23 Because

the mass of Bi is similar to that of Au, we use the sputter yields of
Au (i.e., B94 water molecules per 25 keV Au+ and B1200 water
molecules per 25 keV Au3

+) to estimate the depth profiling of
water. Based on this assumption, the depth profiling rate of water
in this work is estimated to be in the range of 10–30 nm s�1. Given
that the cell membrane is normally less than 10 nm, the cell
membrane can be drilled through instantly using this rate. Water
molecules as well as ions and other molecules dissolved in them
can move and/or diffuse very fast in the liquid environment.
Therefore a balance among evaporation, liquid diffusion, and ion
bombardment can be achieved when the liquid surface is exposed
in the depth profiling process.16a,b Unlike solids, it is difficult to
sputter into liquids. As a result, a signal plateau was obtained in
our depth profiling measurements.

Two time/space regions along the depth profile temporal series
were highlighted and defined as region I (before SiN punch-
through) and II (in the cell membrane) to illustrate 2D cell imaging
(Fig. 3a). Representative 2D images were reconstructed from
these time regions. The 2D spatial distributions of H7O3

+

(m/z 55), SiN2
+ (m/z 56), Zn+ (m/z 64), and phosphorylcholine

C5H15NO4P+ (m/z 184) are illustrated in Fig. 3b. For instance,
SiN2

+ signals are higher in region I than in region II, indicating
that the SiN membrane was drilled through. In contrast, H7O3

+

signals are significantly higher after the SiN punch-through in
region II than in region I, indicating the observation of water
clusters in the cell membrane.16a 2D images of characteristic
fragments of the PC, e.g., C5H15NO4P+ (m/z 184) and Zn+

(m/z 64), showed a similar trend. The higher counts after the
SiN membrane punch-through indicate the dynamic observa-
tion of cell components along the z direction corresponding to
the drill-through of the cell membrane. These results demon-
strated that space- and time-resolved single cell molecular
mappings in the liquid microenvironment are indeed possible
using SALVI enabled liquid ToF-SIMS.

In this work, because the observation window is a 2 mm
diameter circle, it is not plausible to image the whole cell that is
tens of micrometers at once. However, it is feasible to analyze
locations of interest in a cell within the microfluidic channel
once correlation between SIM and ToF-SIMS is established.
Also, considering that our in situ liquid SIMS cannot sputter
into a liquid too much due to the intrinsic mobile character
of the liquid, in order to obtain interesting information in a deep
location (e.g., nucleus) it is prudent to develop the next generation
of microfluidic devices that can accurately control or manipulate a
single cell in a channel and permit SIMS analysis at any desirable
locations guided by SIM or other optical techniques that can
provide the picture of the whole cell.

To study cell–exogenous NP interactions, ZnO NPs were used
to incubate with C10 cells. The exposure dose was determined
according to Xie et al.24 ToF-SIMS positive spectra are depicted
in Fig. 4a. Additional negative spectra are shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†).

Fig. 4 (a) ToF-SIMS positive spectra of the fibronectin coated SiN–water interface, liquid C10 cells and liquid C10 cells treated with ZnO NPs in SALVI.
(b) 3D images of several key m/z components of C10 and C10 cells exposed to ZnO NPs. 3D images were reconstructed from 0 to 800 s from the depth
profiling time series in Fig. 3.
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Peaks of water clusters (e.g., m/z 55, 73 and 91) were found in
the fibronectin coated SiN interface25 (see Table S2, ESI,† for
positive peak assignment). For liquid C10 cells, characteristic
peaks of phospholipid fragments, e.g., PC, were observed
(m/z 86, 166 and 184). After treatment with ZnO nanoparticles,
Zn+ (m/z 64)26 was seen in the positive spectrum, which
indicated the existence of dissolved zinc ions in the cell
membrane. The K+ (m/z 39) and Ca+ (m/z 40) intensities also
differ between normal C10 cells and those exposed to ZnO NPs.
The fibronectin control sample has a small m/z 39 peak as well.
The peak m/z 39 may also correspond to C3H3

+. Due to the
limitation of mass resolution, differentiation between K+ and
C3H3

+ is difficult in this work. Considering the relatively low
background counts in the control sample, it is postulated that
the larger change in the m/z 39 intensity between the normal
C10 cell sample and the C10 cells exposed to ZnO NPs may
mainly arise from the K+ ion channel activation. After a high
dose exposure of ZnO NPs, the Ca+ counts were much higher
than K+ counts, indicating decreased intracellular K+. Interest-
ingly, the m/z 23 (Na+) count is higher in the membrane of C10
cells exposed to ZnO NPs compared to the normal C10 cells.

Reconstructed 3D images of representative peaks from 0 to
800 s along the depth profiling time series in Fig. 3 are depicted
in Fig. 4b. The 3D visualization showed ZnO NP dissolution by
the cell membrane more vividly after the C10 cell exposure, as
the Zn+ was more densely located deeper in the cell membrane.
Similarly, the C10 cells exposed to ZnO NP seemed to have more
reduced K+ yet elevated Ca+ and Na+ in the cell membrane. This
observation provides additional evidence of intracellular ion
transport through the membrane ion channel after the cell
experiences oxidative stress that affects the epithelial sodium
channel activities.27

Spectral PCA was performed to obtain a better understanding
of cell molecular component differences among samples in the
positive mode. All peaks in the m/z range 20–200 were used in the
analysis. The PCA score plot of the first two principal components
(PCs), namely, PC1 and PC2, is depicted in Fig. 5a. PC1 and PC2
captured 76.6% of the variance. Clear discriminations among
control samples (DI water and fibronectin coated SiN–water
interface), hydrated C10 cells, ZnO NP exposed C10 cells, ZnO
NPs, and dried C10 cells were observed. The loading plots of
PC1 and PC2 (Fig. 5b) showed key contributors for the observed
similarities and differences.

Dry C10 cells, liquid C10 cells, and C10 cells exposed to ZnO
NPs are separated by PC1. Peaks such as m/z 23 (Na+), 39 (K+),
55 ((H2O)3H+), 70 (C4H8N+, proline fragment), 91 ((H2O)5H+), or
184 (C5H15NO4P+, phosphatidylcholine fragment) are key con-
tributors for separating dry and wet C10 cells. In contrast,
peaks including m/z 40 (Ca+), 45, 57, 64 (Zn+), or 73 ((H2O)4H+

or PDMS interference SiC3H9
+) are more typical of C10 cells

exposed to ZnO NPs. Ca+ is more dominant in C10 cells exposed
to ZnO NPs, whereas Na+ and K+ are more significant in the
normal C10 cells. In addition, Zn+ (m/z 64) is one of the key
peaks that differentiate ZnO NP treated cells and normal C10
cells, indicating that dissolved ZnO NPs were observed in the
cell membrane.28 The peak m/z 45 has been observed in the

SIMS spectra of model cell membranes using glycophospholi-
pids, cholesterol, and glycophorin.29 It can be assigned to
multiple species, such as C2H5O+,30 CO2H+, or SiOH+,31 when
using the unit mass peak resolution. Peak assignment from the
interference peak SiOH+ is likely because of the usage of PDMS
and SiN to construct the microchannel; however contributions
from C2H5O+ and CO2H+ are also possible. The identity of
m/z 57 is inconclusive. It may arise from unsaturated fragment
ions produced during ZnO NP synthesis.32 These results also
provide molecular evidence that dissolved Zn+ ions from ZnO
NPs are important in inducing the oxidative stress through cell
membrane processes.33

PC2 separates the two wet control samples, DI water and the
fibronectin coated SiN membrane, and the rest of the dry or wet

Fig. 5 PCA results for different samples. (a) The PCA score plot of DI
water, fibronectin coated SiN–water interface, liquid C10 cells cultured in
SALVI, liquid C10 cells treated with ZnO in SALVI, ZnO NPs in SLAVI, and
dried C10 cells on the SiN membrane. An ellipse defining 95% confidence
limit of each sample type is shown in the same color corresponding to
each sample cluster. (b) PC1 and PC2 loading plots showing the m/z
responsible for the separation.
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C10 samples. The peaks that contribute mainly to this separa-
tion are mostly water clusters in the PC2 negative space,
including m/z 37 ((H2O)2H+), 73 ((H2O)4H+), 91 ((H2O)5H+),
109 ((H2O)6H+), or 119 ((H2O)7H+). This is reasonable as these
two control samples have characteristic water clusters.25 In
contrast, samples residing in the PC2 positive side all share
characteristics of cell membranes such as m/z 58 (C3H8N+),
86 (C5H12N+), 166 (C5H13NO3P+), and 184 (C5H15NO4P+). They
are all phosphatidylcholine fragment peaks. This is expected
because these samples have cell components. The PCA results
demonstrate that SALVI and ToF-SIMS can provide new insights
into chemical differences of cell membrane components in the
liquid microenvironment.

Discussion

A main challenge to study single cells using vacuum-based
surface techniques such as imaging mass spectrometry
(i.e., ToF-SIMS) and electron microscopy (e.g., SEM) lies in
introducing a biologically viable sample in its native liquid
environment without altering or modifying it during sample
preparation and subsequent analysis. It is known that air- or
freeze-drying may result in sample changes.34 New methods
that permit direct observation of single cells in their liquid
environment are needed. We report the first correlative bioima-
ging of hydrated single mammalian cells by super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy (i.e., SIM), imaging mass spectrometry
(i.e., ToF-SIMS), and AFM using SALVI, a multimodal vacuum
compatible microreactor. More effective correlative imaging
can be facilitated by making transferrable sample stages among
different instruments.

More importantly, the unique capability to observe wet cell
chemical distribution in the cell membrane in their liquid
microenvironment allows us to potentially study apoptotic cell
death, cell proliferation, or cytotoxicity with both ionic and
molecular insight. The identification of Zn+ (m/z 64) as dis-
solved ions from ZnO NPs was also reported by Lee et al. in a
cytotoxicity study of ZnO NPs using dry human keratinocytes
(HaCaT).28b Although the Ga+ primary ion beam was used in
this earlier study, it is expected that the ionization efficiency
of Bi3

+ primary ion beams would also result in Zn+ from
ZnO NPs.35 In this earlier ToF-SIMS study, human HaCaT cells
were exposed to ZnO NPs and dried before further analysis.
A decreased intracellular K+ (m/z 39) level was observed and it
was speculated that it was a result of the K+ channel activated
by elevated Ca+ (m/z 40). It was hypothesized that dissolved Zn+

ions (m/z 64) from ZnO NPs might have played a critical role in
inducing cytotoxicity.28b In our observations in the positive
spectra, the Ca+ counts are much higher than K+ counts after
a high dose exposure of ZnO NPs (Fig. 4), indicating decreased
intracellular K+ in the cell membrane in the hydrated state. The
observation of epithelial sodium channel activity is also seen in
the SIMS spectra of the mouse alveolar type II cell membrane.
Since the microfluidic channel was rinsed using DI water to
reduce the sodium signals from the PBS buffer after cells were

fixed, the subtle change in Na+ was more likely to be observed. The
observation of ion changes in the nanometer thick cell membrane
in the hydrated state potentially provides the first direct evidence
of sodium and potassium transport in the ion channel in the
alveolar epithelial cell membrane36 and the importance of the ion
channel in cell functions37,38 at the molecular level elucidated by
multiplexed in situ chemical imaging.

We envision that continued development in microfluidic
reactor design would facilitate cell manipulation in a well-defined
microenvironment, permitting single cell optical imaging coupled
with advanced SIMS imaging. One direction, for example, may
involve 3D cell cultures that allow more complex cell types to be
studied in the liquid state using in situ molecular mapping
offered by imaging mass spectrometry. It is equally important
to advance SIMS as an analytical technique, for instance,
increasing ion yields, mass resolution, and spatial resolution,
simultaneously. Several new instruments are on the horizon to
address these kinds of technical challenges. One representative
example is the J105 from Ionoptika;39 the other is the addition
of an Orbitrap to an existing commercial IONTOF ToF-SIMS
instrument via collaboration among NPL, IONTOF, and Thermo
Fisher.40 Ideally, coupling our microfluidic interface with these
types of novel SIMS capabilities will provide high spatial resolu-
tion and high mass resolution measurements simultaneously in
the future.

Methods
SALVI fabrication

The fabrication process was described in our earlier papers.10,16a,b

Briefly, soft lithography was employed to make a 200 mm wide
by 300 mm deep channel on a PDMS block. A SiN window
consisting of a 100 nm thick SiN membrane and a silicon frame
(frame size 7.5 � 7.5 mm2, window size 1.5 � 1.5 mm2,
Norcada, Edmonton, Canada) was bonded to the PDMS block
by oxygen plasma treatment. The two pieces are brought to
each other by immediate contact to seal the microchannel and
form the detection area.

Cell culturing and dried sample preparation

For dried sample preparation, C10 cells were seeded onto an
individual silicon-framed, fibronectin-coated (Catalog number
F1141, Sigma-Aldrich) SiN membrane at a density of 105 cells
per mL. These cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
(Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) for 48 hours
at 37 1C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.
To remove the salts on the cell, which may greatly lower the
organic secondary ion yield of the biological sample,41 150 mM
ammonium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA)
solution was used to rinse the cells on the SiN membrane.
After that, cells were placed into a 4% paraformaldehyde
(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) solution for
30 min for fixation. Finally, cells were rinsed with DI water and
allowed to air dry overnight in a laminar flow hood.14
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Cell culturing in SALVI

The microchannel in SALVI was thoroughly washed with 70%
ethanol and sterilized DI water, and then treated with 10 mg mL�1

fibronectin solution overnight. Then 500 mL of C10 cell suspen-
sion (106 cells per mL) was injected into the channel, followed
by incubation at 37 1C for 24 h in a humidified atmosphere
containing 5% CO2. Fresh medium was passed through the
channel before a subsequent cell culturing for 48 h. Carboxylate-
functionalized CaSe quantum dots (655 nm emission, Catalog
number: Q21321MP, Thermo Fisher, Carlsbad, CA, USA) dispersed
in cell culture medium with a concentration of 5 nM were flown
through the channel for 24 h. Quantum dots were chosen for their
extraordinary photostability and labeling of the cell cytoplasm. The
cultured cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde and stained with DAPI (Catalog number: D1306, Life
Technologies). In order to reduce the background signals from
the PBS buffer in ToF-SIMS analysis, DI water was used to wash
the channel after cells were fixed and treated with stains before
SIM imaging and subsequent ToF-SIMS analysis.

SIM imaging

SIM Imaging was performed on an Elyra S1 inverted fluores-
cence microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). An oil immersion
objective with 63� magnification and 1.4 numerical aperture
was used in this study. 5 rotations and 5 phases were taken for
each SIM image. The pixel size in the raw images was 80 nm per
pixel, and in the resulting super-resolution images it was 40 nm
per pixel. The camera exposure time was 100 ms per image. The
excitation source was a 405 nm laser with 9 mW power and
emission was collected at 655 nm and above. Bright field trans-
mission images were also collected at conventional resolution.
SIM images were processed to provide super-resolution images
using ZEN software (Zeiss, Jena, Germany).

ToF-SIMS imaging

A ToF-SIMS V spectrometer (IONTOF GmbH, Münster,
Germany) was used in this study. The analytical capability of
SALVI enabled liquid ToF-SIMS was detailed in our earlier
paper.19 Potential interference from liquid diffusion after
punching-through in SIMS measurements may not be as
significant as those cases of aqueous solutions.16b,21 In the
SIM and ToF-SIMS correlative imaging study, a 25 keV Bi+ beam
was used as the primary ion beam. In order to capture the
organic components better, a pulsed 25 keV Bi3

+ primary ion
beam was also used. During SIM and SIMS correlative measure-
ments, the Bi+ beam was focused to about B250 nm diameter,
and it was scanned on a round area with a diameter of B2 mm.
To save the punch-through time of the SiN film, a long pulse-
width (1000 ns, beam current B7.7 pA at a repeated frequency
of 20 kHz) Bi+ beam was used for pre-punching for B115 s, and
then the pulse width was reduced to 130 ns for data collection
(beam current B1.0 pA at a repeated frequency of 20 kHz).
When the Bi3

+ primary ion beam was used, it was focused
to about 450 nm diameter with a beam current of B0.36 pA
(10 kHz). A pulse width of B150 ns was used for sputtering

through the SiN membrane, and then the pulse width was
changed to 50 ns to obtain a better mass resolution. Vacuum
pressure during measurements was 2.5–5.5 � 10�7 mbar in the
analysis chamber, indicating that no spraying or fast spreading
of aqueous solutions from the aperture occurred.16a Before
each measurement, a 500 eV O2

+ beam (B40 nA) was scanned
on the SiN window with a 400 � 400 mm2 area for B30 s to
remove surface contamination. Also, an electron flood gun was
used to compensate surface charging during all measurements.
All data were analyzed using the IONTOF software (SurfaceLab,
version 6.3). Mass spectra were calibrated using C+, CH+, CH2

+

and Na+ peaks in the positive spectra, and C�, CH�, CH2
�, O�,

OH� and PO2
� peaks in the negative spectra, respectively.42 For

spectral PCA, unit mass peaks within m/z 20–200 were used,
and MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used
for the analysis.42

AFM imaging

AFM imaging was performed in air using an MFP-3D AFM
(Asylum Research) instrument at room temperature. Silicon
cantilevers (SSS-NCL, NanoWorld) with a tip radius of o5 nm
and a spring constant of B48 N m�1 were used. AFM images
were obtained in the tapping mode using low set point ampli-
tudes (o300 mV) to minimize damage to samples. Images were
analyzed using Igor Pro 6.34 software (WaveMetrics).

Correlative imaging among SIM, ToF-SIMS, and AFM

To facilitate correlative imaging between ToF-SIMS, SIM, and
AFM, different shapes of markers were made by the ToF-SIMS
primary ion beam along the microchannel corresponding to
different apertures drilled in the dynamic ToF-SIMS analysis.
These markers were imaged using the ToF-SIMS microscope and
other light microscopes. The photos were used as references
when bringing the same cell sample to the AFM for correlation
and finding the exact location along the channel.

For correlation of SIM with ToF-SIMS, images were collected
for the entire 1.5 � 1.5 mm2 sample area using conventional
bright field imaging before and after ToF-SIMS imaging. Addi-
tional fiducial markers along the microchannel were used to help
collocation. The holes in the membrane from ToF-SIMS analysis
were clearly visible in the bright field images, allowing matching
of ToF-SIMS spectra with specific locations in SIM fluorescence
images. Correlated images were overlaid using the MATLAB
Image Processing Toolbox (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Nanoparticle toxicity

Aerosolized zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles (NPs) are known to
induce toxicity in alveolar type II epithelial cells (C10). ZnO NPs
(US 3599) were purchased from US Research Nanomaterials,
Inc. The detailed characterization of ZnO NPs is described in an
earlier paper.24 The average particle size is 18 nm. According to
Xie et al.,24 a significant oxidative stress was detected in
response to a high dose (i.e., 100 mg mL�1) of aerosolized
ZnO NPs at 6 h post-exposure. This was the dose used in this
study. The dose was also cross-calibrated using the standard
curve reported in Mihai et al.33b
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Conclusions

The first dynamic molecular spatial mapping by ToF-SIMS
correlated with SIM illustrated submicrometer chemical mole-
cular distribution in a single cell. Spectral PCA results provided
molecular differences among cells with and without exposure
to toxic nanoparticles. This unique approach potentially pro-
vides a new tool to study single cell nanoparticle toxicity at both
ionic and molecular level in liquids. These results demonstrate
that the single cell biointerphase at the nanometer scale can be
studied dynamically. This work illustrates the importance of
multiplexed imaging to capture molecular changes in cells in
their liquid microenvironment. The multimodality enabled by
SALVI will open a new door for imaging and investigating
complex dynamics at the molecular level and linking cellular
processes occurring at the mesoscale.
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